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Microtubules (MTs) are central to the organisation of the eukaryotic intracellular space and are
involved in the control of cell morphology. For these purposes, MT polymerisation dynamics are
tightly regulated. Using automated image analysis software, we investigate the spatial dependence
of MT dynamics in interphase fission yeast cells with unprecedented statistical accuracy. We find
that MT catastrophe frequencies (switches from polymerisation to depolymerisation) strongly
depend on intracellular position. We provide evidence that compressive forces generated by MTs
growing against the cell pole locally reduce MT growth velocities and enhance catastrophe
frequencies. Furthermore, we find evidence for an MT length-dependent increase in the catastrophe
frequency that is mediated by kinesin-8 proteins (Klp5/6). Given the intrinsic susceptibility of MT
dynamics to compressive forces and the widespread importance of kinesin-8 proteins, we propose
that similar spatial regulation of MT dynamics plays a role in other cell types as well. In addition, our
systematic and quantitative data should provide valuable input for (mathematical) models of MT
organisation in living cells.
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Introduction

Microtubules (MTs) are dynamic protein polymers that change
their length by switching between growing and shrinking
states in a process termed ‘dynamic instability’ (Mitchison and
Kirschner, 1984; Desai and Mitchison, 1997). It is important to
understand how dynamic instability is regulated, because this
affects MT length (Verde et al, 1992; Dogterom and Leibler,
1993) and intracellular organisation (Kirschner and Mitchison,
1986; Hayles and Nurse, 2001), as well as the ability of MTs to
exert pushing and pulling forces (Inoue and Salmon, 1995;
Dogterom et al, 2005). Several proteins have been charac-
terised that globally affect MT dynamics and catastrophe rates
(Howard and Hyman, 2007), but it is a largely open question
how such regulation is achieved locally, in response to
spatially varying biochemical cues and/or mechanical effects
induced by the shape and size of cells. In fact, in addition to
global regulation, it has been reported that catastrophe
frequencies can be locally enhanced, for example close to the
periphery of animal cells (Komarova et al, 2002; Mimori-

Kiyosue et al, 2005). There are several ways by which such a
local catastrophe enhancement could be accomplished:
(activity) gradients of destabilising MT-associated proteins
(Niethammer et al, 2004) and/or MT length-dependent
mechanisms (Dogterom et al, 1996) would lead to a gradual
catastrophe enhancement when approaching the cell bound-
ary. On the other hand, force-induced effects that may result
from growing MTs pushing against the cell boundary
(Dogterom and Yurke, 1997; Janson et al, 2003; Janson and
Dogterom, 2004) would lead to an abrupt catastrophe
enhancement once contact with the cell boundary has been
made. A similar abrupt change would be expected in case there
is an MT-destabilising factor associated locally with the
membrane (Mimori-Kiyosue et al, 2005). To distinguish
between long- and short-range mechanisms requires quanti-
tative and spatially resolved measurements of the catastrophe
frequency inside living cells. In mammalian cells, this is often
a challenging task because MT networks are quite dense and
reference points such as the cell boundary in interphase or
chromosomes in mitosis are dynamic structures themselves.
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Another challenge is that catastrophes appear to be stochastic
events that are governed by an average rate (Odde, 1995;
Howell et al, 1997). This has two consequences: statistical
accuracy is a serious issue when investigating catastrophe
frequencies, and, the stochastic nature of the process makes it
very difficult to avoid picking a subset of events when
examining data by visual inspection.

In this paper, we present quantitative investigations of
spatial MT catastrophe regulation in interphase fission yeast
(Schizosaccharomyces pombe) cells with high statistical
accuracy (Hayles and Nurse, 2001). Fission yeast is an
excellent model system, because MTs are well organised and
the rigid cylindrical cell wall makes it possible to accurately
assign catastrophes to specific locations within the cell (Figure
1A and B). In interphase cells, MTs are organised into 3–6
bundles, consisting of 2–6 antiparallel MTs per bundle (Hoog
et al, 2007; Hagan, 1998), which are usually (but not always)
connected to the nucleus (Carazo-Salas and Nurse, 2006;
Zheng et al, 2006; Daga et al, 2006a). MT minus ends are
generally found close to the nucleus within the central overlap
zone of the MTs, whereas dynamic plus tips grow and shrink
between the nucleus and the cell poles (Drummond and Cross,
2000; Tran et al, 2001). Catastrophe events are mainly
restricted to the regions of the two cell poles by an unknown
mechanism. This local regulation of MT catastrophes is,
however, crucial for the maintenance of correct fission yeast
morphology and intracellular organisation (Beinhauer et al,
1997; Mata and Nurse, 1997; Browning et al, 2000; Brunner
and Nurse, 2000; Hayles and Nurse, 2001; Tran et al, 2001;
Sawin and Snaith, 2004; Tolic-Norrelykke et al, 2005; Daga
et al, 2006b). To obtain good statistics and to ensure unbiased
observations, we developed fully automated image analysis
software that generates spatially resolved maps of MT

dynamics from movies of GFP-labelled MTs in fission yeast
(see Supplementary information). Our spatially resolved
measurements show that there is both local enhancement of
the catastrophe frequency specifically at cell poles as well as
long-range modulation before the cell pole is reached. We find
several indications that the local regulation at the cell pole is
(at least in part) due to compressive forces that build up when
bundle tips hit the cell pole. In addition, we find evidence that
the long-range catastrophe regulation is a MT length-depen-
dent effect mediated by the kinesin-8 proteins Klp5/6. Since
physical boundaries as well as kinesin-8 proteins are also
present in other eukaryotic systems, we think that the
relevance of our findings reaches beyond the fission yeast
model system.

Results

Spatial dependence of MT dynamics

We started by monitoring MT dynamics only in cells of similar
size (with a half length of 5±0.5 mm). Our software was
designed to specifically monitor catastrophes of the longest
MTs in each bundle (the ‘bundle tips’; see Figure 1B), which
we called ‘bundle tip catastrophes’. The dynamics of the
longest MTs in a bundle are particularly relevant as they are the
ones that make contact with the cell walls, where they can
deliver proteins (Mata and Nurse, 1997; Feierbach et al, 2004)
and generate pushing forces that mediate nuclear centring
(Tran et al, 2001; Tolic-Norrelykke et al, 2005; Daga et al,
2006b).

In agreement with earlier results obtained by visual
inspection (Brunner and Nurse, 2000), the software reported
that the great majority of bundle tip catastrophes (Ncat) occur
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Figure 1 Spatially resolved catastrophe frequency measurements in fission yeast. (A) z-maximum projection of a confocal stack of images of an interphase fission
yeast cell expressing GFP-tubulin (N¼nuclear region; C¼cytoplasmic region; P¼cell pole region; x¼distance from cell centre). (B) Scheme of MT organisation,
including definitions of parameters and intracellular regions. Numbers are lengths in micrometres (bt¼MT bundle tip; L¼cell half length). (C) Number of catastrophes
Ncat(x) and (D) bundle-tip dwell times Tdwell(x) as observed in 160 cells with L±DL¼5±0.5mm. (E) Local catastrophe frequency fcat(x)¼Ncat(x)/Tdwell(x). Here and in
other figures, due to the averaging over a certain cell size range, the x coordinate comprises values within the interval [x�DL, xþDL]; errors for fcat are computed as
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Ncat

p
/Tdwell assuming a Poisson process.
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at the cell poles (Figure 1C). This is sometimes interpreted as
an indicator of spatial catastrophe regulation. However,
observing a large number of catastrophes could simply be
the consequence of the fact that the majority of bundle tips is
found at the cell poles. To distinguish between these
possibilities, our software also performed spatially resolved
measurements of the time bundle tips were observed growing
in a certain region, which we termed the dwell time
Tdwell (Figure 1D; Supplementary Figure S1). This allowed us
to compute a spatially resolved catastrophe frequency
fcat(x)¼Ncat(x)/Tdwell(x), where x is the distance from the cell
centre. fcat(x) is the probability per unit time that individual
MTs switch from a growing to a shrinking state at position x
(Walker et al, 1988). Note that global (spatially averaged)
values of fcat have been measured in fission yeast before (Tran
et al, 2001; Busch and Brunner, 2004). Using this methodology,
we found a strong enhancement of not only the number of
catastrophes but also fcat itself at the cell pole (Figure 1E). To
investigate whether this effect really depended on cell pole
proximity rather than on the distance to the cell centre, we
measured fcat in cells of different lengths. The half length (L) of
fission yeast under laboratory conditions ranges from about 3
to 7 mm (Sveiczer et al, 1996), where the longer length regime
is difficult to study, because cells are entering mitosis.
To facilitate the investigation of a possible long-range
regulation of MT dynamics, we administered low doses of
the drug hydroxyurea (HU), which significantly increased cell
length without altering MT catastrophe, growth or shrinkage
dynamics (see Supplementary information). In Figure 2A, we
show the results for fcat as a function of cell half length L and
distance from the cell centre x (we obtained similar results
with cells that were elongated using mutations in cell cycle
regulatory genes instead of HU treatment, see Supplementary
Figure S8). If we focus on a given distance from the cell centre,
we find that fcat at the poles is generally larger than the fcat of
MTs that roughly have the same length but that are not yet at
the cell pole (Figure 2B). This indicates that there indeed exists
a cell pole-specific fcat enhancement. Note however that the
abrupt increase of fcat at the poles that is observed in short cells

(Figure 1E) is less obvious in longer cells (Figure 2B and C).
Interestingly, the data also show a gradual increase of fcat for
MTs still growing in the cytoplasmic region (Figure 2A–C)
(note: we use the terminology ‘cytoplasmic region’ to classify
MTs that are more than 1 mm away from the cell poles; we do
not distinguish whether these MTs are in contact with cell
walls or not). To further establish this spatial dependence of
fcat in the cytoplasmic region (and exclude that this is a unique
feature of overly long cells), we defined a proximal and distal
cellular region, where the distal region is excluding the last
2 mm towards the cell pole (Figure 2D). For both cells of normal
sizes (Lo7 mm) and for elongated cells (L47 mm), we find that
fcat is significantly higher in the distal region. We in addition
devised software to automatically measure the velocity at
which the tips of bundles moved through the cytoplasmic
region (see Supplementary Figure S4B). In contrast to the fcat

measurements, we found no evidence for a strong spatial
variation of cytoplasmic growth and shrinkage velocities
(Figure 3A–C).

Detailed analysis of MT dynamics at cell poles

In search for a mechanistic explanation for the cell pole
specific fcat enhancement, visual inspection of movies
suggested to us that the probability for catastrophes was
higher when both tips of a bundle were simultaneously in
contact with both cell poles. Figure 4A shows an example
where the arrival of the opposite bundle tip at the opposite cell
pole seemed to trigger catastrophes of both bundle tips. Given
the stochastic nature of MT catastrophes, this sequence of
events could be coincidental. To rigorously test whether there
was an effect, we measured fcat in the cell pole region while
keeping automatically track of whether the other bundle tip
was close to the opposite cell pole or not (PP versus PC,
Figure 4B; Supplementary Figure S4A). The quantification
revealed that fcat was indeed significantly enhanced in the PP as
compared with the PC situation (Figure 4C; Supplementary
Figure S7B). In contrast, the fcat of MTs growing through the
cytoplasmic region was similar no matter whether the other
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bundle tip was at the cell pole or not (CP versus CC). Note that
in a recent study a higher fcat was found in the CP (compared to
CC) situation in cells where the nucleus was displaced to one

side of the cell by centrifugation (Daga et al, 2006b). We do not
find such an effect in our cells. The difference could, however,
simply be a statistical issue as the total observation time of
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cytoplasmic MTs in the study by Daga et al was rather short
(33 min versus 1204 min in this study). To further investigate
the difference between the PP and PC situation, we monitored
MT growth velocities in both cases. This poses some technical
difficulty because MT growth against the cell wall does not
necessarily result in MT tip displacement (Drummond and
Cross, 2000; Tran et al, 2001; Grallert et al, 2006). However,
quantification of GFP-tubulin speckle translocation (Tran et al,
2001) revealed that the MT growth velocity at the pole was
significantly reduced in the PP as compared with the PC

situation (Figure 4D; Supplementary Figure S3C). When we
monitored the velocity at which bundle tips moved through
the cytoplasmic region we found the opposite effect: tip
movement through the cytoplasmic region was faster in the
presence of opposite pole contact (Figure 4E). We in addition
found that the angles at which the bundle tips at the cell poles
were growing with respect to the long axis of the cell were
larger in the PP than in the PC case (and lowest for MTs that
were growing in the cytoplasmic region) (Figure 4F). These
large angles correlated with both a strong enhancement of fcat

and a strong reduction of MT growth velocity (Figure 4G and
H; see also Supplementary Figure S7C). We interpret the
reduction in velocity at the cell poles as the result of force-
induced effects (see Discussion below). However, an alter-
native explanation for the reduced velocity in the PP case may
be that the overall polymer mass in the cell is higher, leading to
a lower tubulin concentration and a global reduction in the
growth velocity. When we measured the growth velocities of
cytoplasmic bundle tips in the CC situation, depending on
whether there was a neighbouring PP or PC bundle, we found
however no significant difference (PP: vg¼2.28±0.05mm/min,
N¼469; PC: vg¼2.29±0.06 mm/min, N¼449).

Spatial dependence of MT dynamics in Klp5/6
deletion strains

Next, we investigated whether the observed long-range
increase of fcat depended on the presence of the fission yeast
kinesin-8 proteins Klp5 and Klp6. This was motivated by
recent in vitro experiments on the depolymerisation activity of
the budding yeast kinesin-8 protein Kip3 (Varga et al, 2006) on

GMPCPP-stabilised MTs. These experiments led to specula-
tions that kinesin-8 proteins could have the capability to
increase fcat of non-stabilised MTs in an MT length-dependent
manner (Gardner et al, 2008; Stumpff et al, 2008). Corroborat-
ing observations by West et al (2001), bundles in klp5Dklp6D
cells seemed on average longer than in wild-type cells
(Supplementary Figure S2A and D). Quantification of bundle
tip dynamics in klp5Dklp6D cells showed that fcat was overall
about 40% reduced as compared with wild-type cells
(Figure 5A). More interestingly, we found that the long-range
fcat increase in the cytoplasmic region was strongly reduced in
klp5Dklp6D cells (Figure 5A–D). Also the cell length
dependence of fcat at cell poles was strongly reduced as
compared with wild-type cells (Figure 5B). There was however
still a clear difference in fcat for MTs at the pole and MTs not yet
at the pole for a given value of x (Figure 5B). We also
measured the spatial dependence of the growth and
shrinkage velocities in these cells (Supplementary Figure
S3). We found that the average cytoplasmic growth velocities
of growing bundle tips were overall about 15% reduced in
klp5Dklp6D cells (vg

wt¼2.42±0.01 mm/min (N¼11578);
vg

Klp5/6D¼2.05±0.02mm/min (N¼3677)), whereas shrinkage
velocities were not significantly different (vs

wt¼8.7±0.2 mm/
min (N¼613); vs

Klp5/6D¼8.7±0.3 mm/min (N¼173)).

Analysis of Klp5/6 distribution along MTs

The data presented above indicate that Klp5/Klp6 proteins
preferentially promote catastrophes at positions far from the
cell centre, consistent with the idea that these proteins induce
an MT length-dependent effect. To gain more insight into the
mechanism, we investigated the localisation of Klp5/Klp6
along MTs. Although it has been shown that Klp5 and Klp6
colocalise on interphase MTs (West et al, 2001; Garcia et al,
2002), presumably due to heterodimerisation (Garcia et al,
2002), a detailed analysis of their spatial distribution is
missing. We revisited Klp5/Klp6 localisation by monitoring
Klp5-GFP and Klp6-GFP expressed under control of the
respective endogenous promoter (West et al, 2001). Visual
inspection of z-maximum projections of Klp5/6-GFP indicated
that the intensity of Klp5/6-GFP was higher on the tips of MTs
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that were at the cell poles (Figure 6A). In addition, in elongated
cells, we also observed high Klp5/6-GFP intensities on the tips
of MTs that were not yet at cell poles (Figure 6B). To quantify
this and to normalise for the fact that the tubulin polymer
density (i.e. potential Klp5/6-GFP-binding sites) is higher
in the cell centre, we measured ratios of average local Klp5/
6-GFP intensities and average local GFP-bundle intensities
(Figure 6C and D; see also Supplementary Figure S5).
Corroborating the impression of visual inspections, this
analysis indicated that there is more Klp5/6-GFP on MTs that
are further away from the cell centre, with the highest intensity
for MTs closest to the cell poles.

Discussion

Force generation and the modulation
of MT dynamics at cell poles

On performing quantitative in vivo measurements, we find
with high statistical significance that both the catastrophe
frequency fcat and the growth velocity vg of MT bundle tips
near the pole of interphase fission yeast cells are different from
the dynamics in the cytoplasmic region in a way that depends
on whether the opposite bundle tip resides near the other cell
pole or not (Figure 4A–E). We think the easiest explanation for
these observations would be the following: the growth of a
bundle tip against the cell pole generates pushing forces,
which lead to compressive forces on the MT, which in turn
cause a reduction in growth velocity because addition of new
tubulin subunits to the MT tip is physically hindered (Peskin
et al, 1993; Mogilner and Oster, 1999; Doorn et al, 2000).
In vitro experiments have shown that compressive polymer-
isation forces that build up when MTs grow against micro-
fabricated walls reduce MT growth velocities by similar factors
as we observe here in vivo (Dogterom and Yurke, 1997; Janson
and Dogterom, 2004). In vitro measurements have also shown
that low growth velocities tend to correspond to high values of
fcat, again in a manner that is quantitatively similar to our
observations (Walker et al, 1988; Janson et al, 2003).

The build-up of compressive forces is expected to be
strongest when bundle tips are simultaneously in contact with
opposite cell poles (the PP situation), and is expected to be

stronger for short MTs than for long MTs (Dogterom and Yurke,
1997; Janson and Dogterom, 2004). This last effect would
explain why the increase in fcat at the cell poles is stronger in
short cells than in long cells (Figures 2B and 5B). The presence
of pushing forces that lead to motion of the central MToverlap
zone away from the cell pole (Tran et al, 2001; Daga et al,
2006b) would also explain the increase in the velocity at which
the opposite bundle tip moves through the cytoplasmic region
in the CP versus CC situation (Figure 4E; note that the increase
in velocity need not be identical to the MT growth velocity at
the pole due to bending effects). In addition, the observed
angle dependence of MT growth velocities and catastrophe
rates appears to fit into this mechanical picture (Figure 4F–H).
MTs growing through the cytoplasmic region do not experi-
ence any growth opposing forces (and therefore remain mostly
straight) as long as they are able to elongate towards the cell
pole. This is independent of whether there is contact with the
cell membrane or not, as long as MT tips are able to freely slide
along the cortex. Freely sliding tips may slightly bend due to
lateral forces on the MT tip, but these forces are directed
perpendicular to the growth direction and are therefore not
expected to affect the growth velocity. Only when further
sliding is prevented upon reaching the (extreme) cell pole,
compressive forces build up and MTs start to seriously bend.
Given the shape of the fission yeast cell, strong MT bending
correlates on average with large contact angles (see e.g.
Figure 4A). Already in the PC situation, the nuclear anchoring
of MTs can be sufficient to support the build-up of significant
forces (see also Supplementary Figure S9). However, the
observation that angles are on average larger in the PP than in
the PC situation is consistent with the idea that compressive
forces are largest in the former case.

Although force-induced effects may explain the pole-specific
fcat enhancement we observe in our experiments, it is
important to note that this does not rule out a possible
additional role for specific MT interacting proteins. General
differences in MT growth dynamics between the cell pole and
the cytoplasmic region, as have been observed by others
before (Drummond and Cross, 2000; Tran et al, 2001; Grallert
et al, 2006), may also be explained by (yet unknown)
biochemical factors that are selectively located to either of
these regions.
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The role of Klp5/6 in MT length-dependent
fcat regulation

Our data indicate that there also exists a long-range regulation
of fcat in the cytoplasmic region, several micrometres away
from the cell pole. This long-range regulation is diminished in
strains where the kinesin-8 proteins Klp5/6 are deleted
(Figures 2 and 5). We provide evidence that the density of
Klp5/6 on MTs is highest near the plus tips of long MTs
(Figure 6). As Klp5/6 are members of the kinesin-8 family, this
non-uniform distribution is likely to be caused by plus-tip-
directed motility (Pereira et al, 1997; Rischitor et al, 2004;
Gupta et al, 2006; Varga et al, 2006; Mayr et al, 2007) (see also
Supplementary Figure S5C and D where we show, for
individual cases, motion of Klp5/6-GFP molecules along the
MT lattice as well as the gradual increase in Klp5/6 intensity at
a growing MT tip). These observations are in line with recent
in vitro measurements on the budding yeast kinesin-8 protein
Kip3, showing an increased density near the plus tips of long
MTs (Varga et al, 2006). In vitro, it has also been shown that the
kinesin-8 proteins Kip3 (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) and Kif18A
(Homo sapiens) depolymerise longer GMPCPP-stabilised MTs
faster than shorter ones (Varga et al, 2006; Mayr et al, 2007).
On first glance, this may seem different to our findings,
because we find no evidence that Klp5/6 would increase the
MT depolymerisation velocity in vivo. However, dynamic MTs
have an intrinsic tendency to depolymerise after a catastrophe
event, which is different from the slow protein-driven
depolymerisation observed for GMPCPP-stabilised MTs (Varga
et al, 2006; Mayr et al, 2007). The effect of kinesin-8 proteins
on dynamic MTs in vivo could thus be to promote catastrophes
preferentially of long MTs, possibly by driving depolymerisa-
tion of a stabilising structure at the MT tip (Desai and
Mitchison, 1997).

Interestingly, Daga et al (2006b) observed in fission yeast
cells with an artificially displaced nucleus that MTs that were
in the longer cell half underwent catastrophes more frequently
than in the shorter cell half. We think these observations may
be explained by an increase in fcat with MT length. An increase
in fcat with MT length, but no length dependence of growth and
shrinkage velocities also matches findings in mitotic Xenopus
extracts (Dogterom et al, 1996), suggesting that there may be a
similar mechanism in place.

In addition to the Klp5/6-dependent long-range regulation
of fcat in the cytoplasmic region, we also observe a strong
decrease in fcat at cell poles upon Klp5/6 deletion (compare
upper traces in Figures 2B and 5B). This could (partly) be
explained by the fact that MTs at cell poles are in fact the
longest in a given cell. This is consistent with the fact that the
decrease in fcat at cell poles upon Klp5/6 deletion is more
pronounced in longer cells (compare Figures 2B and 5B).
However, we also find evidence that the density of Klp5/6 on
MT tips is particularly high at cell poles even when compared
with MTs of the same length in longer cells (see Figure 6A–C).
We therefore think it is possible that Klp5/6 additionally
accumulate at MTs that are at the cell pole and thus specifically
contribute to a fcat enhancement at cell poles. Interestingly,
Gupta et al (2006) similarly reported that deletion of the Klp5/
Klp6 homologue Kip3 in budding yeast lowered fcat at the cell
periphery more than in the cell centre.

Finally, we would like to point out that changes in MT
dynamics in Klp5/6 deletion cells may in addition be caused by
indirect (secondary) system responses. For instance, due to the
reduced fcat one expects more tubulin to be bound in polymer
form and it could thus be that the slight (B15%) reduction in
MT growth velocity in Klp5/6 deletion cells is a response to a
lower concentration of free tubulin. Also, as fcat is generally
lower, there could on average be more MTs at cell poles. This
could lead to lowering of the (shared) compressive forces on
individual MTs, for example in the PC situation, leading to a
diminished force-induced increase in fcat at cell poles.

Relevance of spatial regulation of fcat in interphase
fission yeast cells

We present evidence for two kinds of spatial regulation of MT
dynamics in interphase fission yeast: (i) a local decrease in the
growth velocity and a local enhancement of fcat at cell poles
and (ii) a long-range increase in fcat with distance to the cell
centre. The local regulation at cell poles provides clear
functional advantages for MT-mediated transport of cell
growth-promoting factors such as Tea1 (Mata and Nurse,
1997). Such transport requires that MTs reliably reach and
undergo catastrophes at the cell poles; when MTs either
undergo premature catastrophes or do not cease growth at cell
poles, Tea1 transport and cell shape control are perturbed
(Beinhauer et al, 1997; Mata and Nurse, 1997; Browning et al,
2000; Brunner and Nurse, 2000; Hayles and Nurse, 2001;
Feierbach et al, 2004; Sawin and Snaith, 2004; Castagnetti et al,
2007). In addition, there is evidence that a second function of
MTs in interphase fission yeast is to dynamically centre the
nucleus by creating pushing forces at the cell poles (Tran et al,
2001; Tolic-Norrelykke et al, 2005). This mechanism benefits
from long-range catastrophe regulation where long MTs
undergo more catastrophes, because, in cells with displaced
nucleus, fewer MTs reach the distal pole (due to premature
catastrophes) and spend less time at the distal pole (due to the
relatively high fcat). Thus, the asymmetry of the pushing forces
is enhanced and nuclear centring is accelerated (see accom-
panying paper by Föthke et al, 2009).

Relevance of our measurements to other systems

In addition to the situation in the fission yeast system, it is
interesting to note that fcat is also enhanced at the boundaries
of animal cells (Komarova et al, 2002; Mimori-Kiyosue et al,
2005) by a yet unknown mechanism. Our findings in fission
yeast, taken together with earlier in vitro observations
(Dogterom and Yurke, 1997; Janson et al, 2003; Janson and
Dogterom, 2004), suggest that there are intrinsic relations
between polymerisation force, vg, and fcat that help terminate
MT growth at physical boundaries.

In a living cell, the spatial extent of the cell and the length of
its MTcytoskeleton must be well adapted to each other. There
has been evidence that MT dynamics play a role in establishing
cell shape (Kirschner and Mitchison, 1986; Hayles and Nurse,
2001). Our data indicate that, vice versa, the shape of a cell also
influences MT dynamics. Thus, cell shape and MT organisa-
tion may not be separable components but should be viewed
as one system.
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Klp5/Klp6 are part of the kinesin-8 family, comprising Kip3
(S. cerevisiae), KLP67A (Drosophila melanogaster), Kif18A (H.
sapiens) and KipB (Aspergillus nidulans), which have in
common that mutants show defects in mitosis (Garcia et al,
2002; West et al, 2002; Rischitor et al, 2004; Tytell and Sorger,
2006; Mayr et al, 2007; Stumpff et al, 2008). In this context, it
has been speculated that a kinesin-8-mediated increase in fcat

with MT length could contribute to proper chromosome
centring and spindle length regulation (Gardner et al, 2008;
Stumpff et al, 2008). As discussed above, our data provide
good experimental evidence that kinesin-8 proteins indeed
specifically enhance fcat of long MTs.

Conclusions

Our data suggest that MT polymerisation forces produced at
fission yeast cell poles reduce MT growth velocities and
enhance the probability that MTs undergo catastrophes.
Moreover, we present evidence that kinesin-8 proteins
enhance the fcat of long MTs. Both mechanisms contribute to
a robust termination of MT growth at fission yeast cell poles
without compromising growth through the cytoplasm. These
discoveries were strongly facilitated by the development of
automated image analysis procedures, which made it possible
to obtain the statistics that are necessary to study the
apparently stochastic processes of MTcatastrophes. We would
like to stress that regulation of MT dynamics in fission yeast is
probably not only mediated by mechanical forces and kinesin-
8 proteins but also by other regulatory proteins (e.g. Tip1,
Tea1, Mal3 or Peg1; Mata and Nurse, 1997; Brunner and Nurse,
2000; Busch and Brunner, 2004; Grallert et al, 2006). Further
systematic and quantitative studies will be necessary to fully
uncover the complex interplay between mechanical and
biochemical regulation of MT dynamics in fission yeast and
other eukaryotic systems.

Materials and methods

Cell culturing

S. pombe cells were grown using standard conditions (Moreno et al,
1991). Cells expressing GFP-a2-tubulin from a single, exogenously
integrated locus under the control of the nmt1 promoter, were grown in
Edinburgh minimal medium supplemented with 15mM thiamine. For
klp5/6 deletion experiments we constructed a strain where both the
klp5 and klp6 genes were deleted and GFP-a2-tubulin was expressed as
above. These cells were also grown in Edinburgh minimal medium
supplemented with 15mM thiamine. Cells expressing Klp5-GFP or
Klp6-GFP were grown in yeast extract medium.

Strains used in this study

YY105: leu1-32 ura4-d18 lys1þHnmt1-GFP-a2tub, h90 (Yamamoto
et al, 1999)
DB1767: klp5DHura4þ klp6DHura4þ lys1þHnmt1-GFP-a2tub ade6-
M216 his3-D1 leu1-32 ura4-D18, h90 (this study)
McI 485: klp5HGFPHura4 ade6-M210 his3-D1 leu1-32 ura4-D18,
hþ (West et al, 2001)
McI 486: klp6HGFPHura4 ade6-M210 his3-D1 leu1-32 ura4-D18,
h� (West et al, 2001).

Microscopy

Cells were mounted on agarose pads following protocols by Tran et al
(2004) and imaged at 24–251C with a confocal spinning disc
microscope, comprising a confocal scanner unit (CSU22; Yokogawa
Electric Corp.) attached to an inverted microscope (DMIRB; Leica)
equipped with a � 100/1.3 NA oil immersion lens (PL FLUOTAR;
Leica) and a built-in � 1.5 magnification changer lens. The sample
was illuminated using a 488 nm laser (Sapphire 488-30; Coherent Inc.).
Images were captured by an EM-CCD (C9100; Hamamatsu Photonics)
controlled by software from VisiTech International. z-maximum
projections were computed from stacks of about 20 images acquired
with 125 ms exposure time at 0.3mm z-spacing. For measurement of
MT dynamics, 90 z-stacks were acquired with 8 s time delay between
subsequent stacks, corresponding to 12 min observation time.

Image analysis

See Supplementary information.

Note added in proof

We would like to point out two recently published articles investigating
the effect of Klp5/6 on MT dynamics both in vivo (Unsworth et al,
2008) and in vitro (Grissom et al, 2008). In the first article,
measurements consistent with our observations are presented show-
ing that the catastrophe frequency of MTs is suppressed in Klp5/6
deletion mutants. In the second article, the authors show that unlike
kinesin-8 proteins such as Kip3, Klp5/6 proteins do not possess an MT
depolymerisation activity in vitro. This suggests that Klp5/6 may
induce catastrophes by a mechanism that is distinct from kinesin-8
proteins in other species.

Supplementary information

Supplementary information is available at the Molecular Systems
Biology website (www.nature.com/msb).
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Automated spatially resolved fcat measurements. 

In order to measure fcat in an unbiased way and with the necessary statistics we developed 

computer algorithms for automated detection of bundle catastrophes and bundle tips from the 

acquired confocal image stacks. Here, we provide an overview of the processing steps, which 

are described in more detail elsewhere (Tischer et al, in press). The source code of the 

processing software is available upon request. We first performed a 3-D Gaussian averaging on 

each z-stack to decrease imaging noise. To reduce data complexity we then calculated z-

maximum projections of each stack, resulting in a 2-D time-series. Next, we reduced blur by 2-

D de-convolution of each image with the microscope’s point spread function. Finally, we 

decreased noise by an edge preserving Kuwahara filter (M. Kuwahara et al, 1976; P. Bakker et 

al, 1999) that we modified specifically for linear structures such as microtubules. Overall, we 

found that this sequence of filtering steps reduced imaging noise significantly while preserving 

edges and intensity values very well (Fig. S1A). In order to detect bundle tips the software first 

computes threshold intensity images (Fig. S1A). The software then assigns to each pixel the z-

plane in which the corresponding maximum intensity value was found during the z-maximum 

projection. Multiplying the z-plane number with the distance between z-planes (i.e. 0.3 μm) 

yields the z-position of the respective microtubule part (Fig. S1A). Next, the software 

determines the orientation of the bundle axis, allowing it to compute the derivative of the 

intensity along the bundles (Fig. S1A). The derivative is particularly high at the end of the 

bundle, where fluorescence drops to the cellular background level (Fig. S1A). Thresholding of 

the resulting derivative image thus yields the location of bundle tips (Fig. S1A). To obtain local 

microtubule dwell times, the number of detected growing bundle tips is multiplied with 8 

seconds as this is the time-interval between successive image stacks.  

The detection of microtubule catastrophes is based on analysis of difference images (DIs, Fig. 

S1B&C), which is a standard method for motion detection in movies. This method was for 

example used previously to aid visual detection of microtubule motions inside cells (Komarova 
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et al, 2002). We fully automated the detection of microtubule shrinkage events in these DIs. The 

algorithm automatically identifies extended regions of significant fluorescence loss, as occurring 

between subsequent images (extended dark regions in Figure S1C). For this, the algorithm only 

considers pixels where the loss of intensity is above the noise level (“noise” is due to photon 

counting statistics but also due to diffusion of free tubulin inside the cell). To eliminate events 

where local fluorescence loss is due to sideward translocation of microtubules rather than 

shrinkage, the neighborhood of the region is scanned for a fluorescence gain region of similar 

shape, which appears if translocation were taking place (Fig. S1D contains examples of such 

translocation events). Only if no such complementary region is present the fluorescence loss is 

assigned to a shrinkage event (Fig. S1D).  

At our temporal resolution, the depolymerization of a whole microtubule typically shows up as a 

sequence of shrinkage events in successive DIs. The actual time and position of the catastrophe 

is however only determined by the onset of shrinkage. Thus, the first shrinkage event needs to 

be found. As can be seen in Figure S1BC, the algorithm operates on DIs calculated between 

every second image in the movie. Thus, shrinkage events in successive DIs contain overlapping 

information. This allows the algorithm to test whether a shrinkage event overlaps with a 

shrinkage event in the preceding DI. Only if this is not the case the shrinkage event is assigned 

to a catastrophe. Finally, only catastrophes where a corresponding bundle tip was identified in 

the same image are counted as bundle catastrophes.  

In general, events less than 1.5 μm away from the cell center were not taken into account (boxed 

area in Fig. S1D), because it is difficult to reliably detect catastrophes of short microtubules in 

the crowded cell center region. 

 

Accuracy of the automated fcat measurements. 

The above algorithm contains a number of steps in which one has to set a threshold level above 

which events are accepted as significant and below which they are regarded to be within the 
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noise level. Setting these threshold levels allows one to minimize the total of false-positive and 

false-negative events (high thresholds yield relatively few false-positives but more false-

negatives and vice versa).  

We tested the algorithm’s performance by comparing its automated assignments with visual 

inspection in a random sample of 10 cells (corresponding to 2 hours total observation time). We 

on purpose put the threshold for bundle tip detection rather high such that the algorithm misses 

about 15% of the bundle tips, but only detects 1% false-positives. The reason for this choice is 

that false-positive bundle tips would lead to a systematic underestimation of fcat, because there 

are no corresponding catastrophes. On the other hand, missed bundle tips are no problem 

because the algorithm is programmed such that it only accepts catastrophes if the corresponding 

bundle tip was detected as well. For catastrophe detection, we chose threshold levels that lead to 

a balanced percentage of false-positives (~6%) and false-negatives (~5%). The spatial 

differences in fcat that we discuss in the main text are all well beyond the error that this may 

introduce into our measurements. 

 

Opposite bundle tip detection. 

We also developed software that automatically detects whether the other end of a given bundle 

is at the opposite cell pole. For a given detected bundle tip (“Bundle Tips” in Figure S1A), the 

algorithm first determines the direction of the microtubule axis at the tip (“Orientation” in 

Figure S1A). The algorithm then follows the microtubule axis, constantly exploiting the 

“Orientation” information, till it reaches the point when proceeding further into the direction of 

“Orientation” is no more possible as there are no more pixels belonging to a microtubule; the 

latter is inferred from the “threshold” image (Figure S1A). Figure S4A schematically illustrates 

how the algorithm step-by-step proceeds along a microtubule bundle till it reaches its other end. 

If this procedure terminates within the opposite cell pole region (or opposite cytoplasm), the 

bundle tip is assigned as belonging to the classes PP or CP (or PC or CC), depending on its own 
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position. Of course, complicated situations can arise where it is not easy to follow a bundle, for 

example when two bundles are crossing. We programmed the algorithm such that ambiguous 

events of such kinds are not taken into account. This discards data but ensures a good accuracy 

of the assigned events. We tested the algorithm’s performance by comparing its assignments 

with visual inspection in a random sample of 5 cells (corresponding to 1 hour total observation 

time).  For both cases – with and without opposite contact – we found about 7% false-positives. 

The 7% wrong assignments slightly mask differences between the two classes. The effect that 

bundle presence at the opposite pole has on microtubule dynamics may thus be even slightly 

larger than shown in the main text. 

 

Bundle growth and shrinkage velocities in the cytoplasm. 

Bundle growth and shrinkage velocities in the cytoplasm were automatically determined from 

the same GFP-tubulin movies that were also used for the fcat measurements. Shrinkage velocities 

were computed as Δx/16s, where Δx is the length of the detected fluorescence loss area; 16s is 

the time interval between images from which the difference images were computed (Fig. S1B-

D). The growth velocity analysis was very similar, but instead of detecting areas of significant 

fluorescence loss, we programmed the algorithm to detect areas of significant fluorescence 

increase between every 3rd image (Δt=24s, Fig. S4B). Growth velocities were computed as 

Δx/24s, where Δx is the length of the detected fluorescence increase area. For both shrinkage 

and growth, only events that occurred at a bundle tip were taken into account. For shrinkage 

velocities we required in addition that a catastrophe had just occurred. This means that we 

measure velocities at the onset of shrinkage. 

 

 

Bundle growth velocities at cell poles. 
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Bundle growth measurements at the cell pole are more difficult, because microtubule growth 

does not necessarily result in bundle tip displacement. To investigate whether opposite bundle 

contact would alter bundle growth we monitored GFP-tubulin speckle translocation using the 

same data sets as for the fcat measurements. Whenever the algorithm detected the same bundle 

tip at the cell pole in two subsequent images, it calculated the cross-correlation (CC) between 

the intensity profile I(r) at the bundle tip at time t and at time t+8s in the next image (Figure S4C 

shows an example). The CC is given by: 

CC(dr) = (It(r)-mt) (It+8s(r +dr)–mt+8s ) / (st  st+8s), 

where mt is the mean intensity of It(r) and st is the standard deviation. The CC peaks at the 

displacement dr where both profiles match best. The microtubule growth speed is then given by 

dr/8s, which amounts in the example shown to 0.2μm/8s=1.5μm/min.  

The 3-D distances dri between neighboring pixels in the bundle were computed according to 

dri=Sqrt(dxi^2+dyi^2+dzi^2); the distance r between separated points in the bundle was 

computed as ∑dri, i.e. summing the 3-D path along the bundle axis. 

 

Bundle angle with cellular axis. 

Given the mechanical boundary conditions imposed by the fission yeast cell wall and the 

nucleus, the angle that the leading part of a bundle encloses with the long axis of the cell can be 

taken as a measure of MT bending. To determine this angle we took the 3-D position of the 

bundle tip (xb0,yb0,zb0) and of a second point (xb1,yb1,zb1) that was about 770 nm behind the 

bundle tip (about 7 pixels of 110 nm within the imaging plane). From these coordinates we 

computed the vector rb=(xb1-xb0, yb1-yb0, zb1-zb0), which lies approximately parallel to the 

leading part of the bundle. For each cell, the software also determined a vector rc pointing along 

the long axis of the cell (not shown). The angle α that the leading part of the bundle encloses 

with the cellular axis was then computed as ⎟
⎟
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Spatially resolved Klp5-GFP, Klp6-GFP, and GFP-tubulin intensity measurements. 

In z-maximum projections of image stacks of the respective strain, we (automatically) 

determined pixels whose intensity (ipixel) was 2-fold brighter than the average cellular 

background (ibg). For all three strains (Klp5-GFP, Klp6-GFP, and GFP-tubulin) this simple 

procedure reliably selected pixels that appeared to be along elongated structures (Fig. S5A&B). 

The intensity in each selected pixel was then normalized according to inorm=(ipixel-ibg) and the 

sum of all selected pixels in a given range of X was computed as Inorm(X) = ∑ inorm. Values of 

Inorm(X) were computed in N different cells and an average was computed as <Inorm(X)> = 1/N ∑ 

Inorm(X). For GFP-tubulin these values (Itub = <Inorm(X)>) roughly correspond to the local tubulin 

polymer mass, and for Klp5/6-GFP these values (Iklp5/6 = <Inorm(X)>) roughly correspond to the 

local density of Klp5/6-GFP accumulations that are sufficiently dense (bright) to be selected by 

the requirement ipixel>2 ibg. Figure 6C in the main text shows the ratio of Iklp5/6 and Itub. 

 

Examples of Klp5/6 dynamics  

In general, the dynamic behavior of Klp5/6-GFP was very difficult to image, because the MTs 

appeared to be rather densely covered with Klp5/6 proteins, and because the signals were subject 

to photo-bleaching. This prevented us from a systematic quantitative analysis of Klp5/6 

dynamics, but Figures S5C&D do show a few examples of the type of dynamics we observe. In 

Figure S5C one can see indications of particles moving along the MT lattice towards the MT 

tips at a speed of roughly 3 μm/min, indicating that Klp5/6 molecules behave, as expected, as 

plus-end directed MT motors. Figure S5D shows an example where the intensity of Klp5/6-GFP 

on growing bundle tips increases over time. This intensity decreases again once the MT starts 

shrinking. 

 

Hydroxyurea treatment 
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For some experiments, cells were treated with hydroxyurea (HU) to obtain lengthy cells. We 

chose not to use temperature sensitive cell cycle mutants as temperature shifts affect microtubule 

dynamics. We looked for conditions where HU treatment would yield longer cells, but would 

not alter microtubule dynamics. Treating cells for 3-9h with a commonly used concentration of 

11mM HU efficiently extended the cell size range (compare Fig. S6A&B), but also significantly 

reduced the average fcat (untreated: 0.46±0.1 min-1; treated: 0.24±0.1 min-1). We thus 

investigated whether lower HU concentrations would affect microtubule dynamics less. Indeed, 

administrating 3mM HU for 3-9 h did not significantly alter the average fcat, as evaluated in cells 

of half lengths between 5 and 7 micrometer (untreated: 0.46±0.1 min-1; treated: 0.45±0.1 min-1). 

Using this low dose of 3mM did not completely block the cell cycle but resulted in a population 

of cells dividing at sufficiently increased length (Figs. S6C&D). This allowed us to test the 

effect of prolonged HU treatment. We found that 3mM HU did not detectably alter the average 

fcat even after treatment for 15-24h (untreated: 0.46±0.1 min-1; treated: 0.46±0.1 min-1), which 

excludes possible secondary effects caused by accumulation of errors in DNA replication. In 

addition we found that 3-24h treatments with 3mM HU also hardly altered average cytoplasmic 

microtubule growth (vg) and shrinkage (vs) velocities (untreated: vg=2.41±0.02μm/min, 

vs=8.3±0.1μm/min; treated: vg=2.39±0.02μm/min, vs=8.7 ±0.12μm/min).  

 

Additional analyses of MT dynamics close to cell poles 

In order to test more carefully from which distance to the cell pole force related effects begin to 

play a role, we performed several additional analyses as presented in this section. From visual 

inspection of movies with GFP stained MTs it appears that MTs elongate quite freely until they 

get mechanically stuck in the very tip of the cell pole. Figure S7A shows the velocity at which 

bundle tips move towards the cell pole as a function of distance to the cell pole (dxPole). We 

indeed find a reduction in growth velocity only when bundle tips are closer than 1 µm to the cell 

pole (see also Figure 3C in the main text). Moreover, we extended the analysis shown in Figures 
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3B&C and systematically analyzed bundle tips at different distances to the cell pole (in the main 

text we only distinguish the two regions: “Pole” and “Cytoplasmic”). We only find a significant 

effect of the position of the opposite bundle tip for MTs whose tips are closer than 0.5 µm to the 

cell pole (Figure S7B). Finally, we computed the angle dependence of fcat for bundle tips whose 

distance to the cell pole are within 0.5-1 μm. In contrast to the bundle tips that are within 0-0.5 

μm distance to the cell pole, we find in this case no significant angle dependence of fcat (Figure 

S7C). This result suggests that MT orientation only begins to affect fcat when the MT tips are 

very close to the cell pole. Summarizing, the results in Figures S7A-C indicate that force-related 

effects only play a significant role for MTs that are closer than 1 µm (and possibly 0.5 μm) to 

the cell pole.  

To further confirm this, we plotted the average fcat of MTs that are at a certain distance from the 

cell center (see lower trace in Figure 2B), excluding events that were less than either 1, 2, or 3 

µm away from the cell pole (see Figure S7D ). In all cases, there is a significant increase of fcat 

with distance to cell center, indicating that this increase is not due to “contamination” of the data 

with “cell pole related” effects. 
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Figure S1 Automated catastrophe frequency measurements. A) Panels showing the steps 
involved in detection of bundle tips and orientation. Raw: z-maximum projection of a 3D stack 
of fluorescence images of a GFP-tubulin expressing fission yeast cell. Filtered: same image after 
application of filtering steps. Threshold: white pixels are assigned as being part of a microtubule 
bundle. z-Position: linear gray scale indicating z-position of the respective pixel. xy-Orientation: 
linear gray scale indicating bundle orientations between α =60 degrees (white) and α =0 degrees 
(black). Derivative: directional derivatives of the intensity image along the bundle orientations. 
Bright pixels correspond to high derivatives. Bundle tips: threshold of the derivative image, 
yielding the final bundle tip assignment. B) Image sequence with a time delay of 8s. C) 
Difference images computed from images in B as indicated by the arrows. Bright (dark) areas 
correspond to gain (loss) of fluorescence intensity. D) Motion label images; white (grey) areas 
denote automatically assigned shrinkage (translocation) events. The star indicates a shrinkage 
event corresponding to a catastrophe. The dotted box denotes the cell center (nuclear) region, 
which was not included in our analyses. 
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Figure S2 Example images of MTs in wild-type and klp5∆klp6∆ cells and statistics for spatially 
resolved fcat measurements. A) GFP-tubulin z-maximum projection in an elongated 
(hydroxyurea treated) wild-type cell. B) Time for which growing bundle tips were monitored 
and C) number of catastrophes observed in wild-type cells (note the log-scale: e.g. 3 
corresponds to 1000) D) GFP-tubulin z-maximum projection in an elongated (hydroxyurea 
treated) klp5∆klp6∆ cell. E) Time for which growing bundle tips were monitored and F) number 
of catastrophes in klp5Δklp6Δ cells. We note that fcat measurements in the cytoplasm of 
klp5∆klp6∆ cells are subject to relatively large measurement errors, because due to the low fcat 
the number of catastrophes in the cytoplasm is smaller than in wild type cells. Statistics at cell 
poles are comparable to wild type cells 
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Figure S3 A, B) Bundle tip velocities for growing (vg) and shrinking (vs) MTs in klp5Δklp6Δ 
cells. C) Velocities for cells with L=9±0.5μm, corresponding to dash-dot horizontal lines in A 
and B. 
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Figure S4 Opposite bundle tip detection and bundle growth measurements. A) Image of GFP-
tubulin expressing cell with arrows depicting how the algorithm sequentially approaches the 
opposite bundle tip (see text). B) Left: two subsequent images of GFP-tubulin with a time delay 
of 24s. Right: white areas correspond to automatically detected bundle growth as occurring 
during the two subsequent images. C) Left: two subsequent images of GFP-tubulin with a time 
delay of 8s. Middle: intensity profiles along the bundle tips indicated by the white lines in the 
two subsequent images. Right: cross-correlation of the two intensity profiles. (Note: the first two 
panels in C are identical to Figure 4D in the main text.)  
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Figure S5 Klp5-GFP and Klp6-GFP localization  and dynamics in interphase fission yeast cells. 
A) Left: GFP-tubulin z-maximum projection. Middle: mask of all pixels that are brighter than 
twice the cellular background intensity. Right: average sum of GFP-tubulin pixels that are twice 
as bright as the cellular background as a function of intracellular position x and cell half length 
L; see text for details. B) As in A but for Klp5/6-GFP; the example cell shown expresses Klp5-
GFP. C) Kymographs recorded in a single confocal plane (Δt=500ms) showing speckle motion 
of the indicated constructs in elongated hydroxyurea treated cells; the cell pole is at the top of 
each kymograph (overall intensities decrease in the course of time due to photo-bleaching). D) 
Time series of z-maximum projections, showing Klp5-GFP accumulating at the  tips of a MT 
bundle. The stars indicate moments of catastrophes. Time between images is 4 seconds.  
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Figure S6 Hydroxyurea treatment A-D) Cell length distributions for cells treated with the 
indicated hydroxyurea concentration for the indicated time. 
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Figure S7 Additional analyses on spatial dependence of MT catastrophes. A) Additional 
information regarding data as shown in Figure 3A&C in the main text. Bundle tip velocities for 
growing (vg) microtubules as a function of distance to the cell pole (averaged for all cell lengths 
L<7μm). B) More detailed analysis of results as shown in Figure 3B&C in the main text. 
Catastrophe frequency depending on bundle tip distance to the cell pole and depending on 
position of the opposite bundle tip. Closed circles: opposite bundle tip is within opposite cell 
pole region. Open circles: opposite bundle tip is not within opposite cell pole region. C) 
Additional analysis regarding data as shown in Figure 3F&G in the main text. Fcat as a function 
of the angle between bundle tip and the long axis of the cell. Crosses: MTs that are within the 
cell pole region; same data as in the main text. Circles: MTs that are between 0.5 and 1 µm from 
the cell pole region; as angles larger than 45 degrees rarely occur, there is no fcat measurement 
for large angles. D) Additional analysis regarding the lower trace in Figure 2B in the main text. 
Fcat at the pole of cells of different lengths (x=L). Different traces show fcat in the cytoplasmic 
region at position x, averaged over all cells with L>x+dxPole. This means that only events that 
are more than dxPole away from the cell pole are taken into account. dxPole = 1µm corresponds 
to the data shown in the main text. E) Fcat as a function of distance to the cell center for cells of 
the indicated half-lengths L±ΔL with ΔL=0.5µm. Only events that were more than 2 µm away 
from cell poles were included in this analysis. 
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Figure S8 Spatially resolved fcat measurements in a CDC25-22 mutant strain where, also at 
room temperature, cells are on average longer than in wild type cells (strain: h-cdc25-22 
lys1+::nmt1-GFP-atb2, imaged at 25° Celsius). A) fcat(x,L); The cross and the circles refer for 
one specific x to the presentation of the data in B. Dashed horizontal line indicates data shown in 
C. Statistics: Ncat=3323; Ncells=258. B) Crosses: fcat at the poles of cells of different lengths 
(x=L). Circles: fcat in the cytoplasm at position x, averaged over all cells with L>x+1μm. C) 
fcat(x) for cells with L=8±0.5μm. D) Average fcat in cytoplasmic regions proximal (pmin<x<pmax) 
and distal (dmin<x<dmax) to the cell center. pmin=1.5µm; dmax=L-2µm; pmax=dmin=(pmin+dmax)/2.  
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Figure S9 Example time series of GFP-tubulin z-maximum projections, showing a MT bundle 
that is bent and undergoes a catastrophe while only one bundle tip is contacting a cell pole. Dots 
indicate the tips of the bundle. Time between images is 16 seconds.    
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